Leadership Advisory Services
& Executive Coaching

Accelerate Success
Market volatility, alongside the complexity and accelerated pace of business demand more of
leadership. In this environment, the gap between winners and losers is growing. To succeed
today you need to the leadership capacity to engage employees, create shared clarity and
coordinate action to accelerate plan execution. That doesn't happen just once a year or when
it’s convenient. The winners are doing this every day. This is true “transformative” leadership.
You know that leadership is the differentiator between success and failure. So do we. Building
a culture of strong leadership gives you a competitive advantage and is the surest way to
accelerate the path to success.

Leadership Advisory Services
A primary role of leaders is to create the conditions that enable others to engage and
contribute to the work of organizational transformation. Leading an organization, business
unit, function, or team through change takes focus, discipline, time, and a commitment to
change one's way of leading. Working with Giuliano Associates, successful leaders focus and
accelerate their journey—finding their edge, transcending their limitations, expanding their
thinking, and building their capacity to lead.
We offer customized support for senior leadership. Whether you’re onboarding into a new role
or crafting a new strategic direction for your organization, function area or geography, we help
you succeed in your first 100 days and beyond. We help you evaluate your starting point,
identify key stakeholders and constituencies, build and reshape your leadership team, and
develop your POV on where you need to take your organization and why.

Executive Coaching
Executive Coaching is a personalized 1:1 experience of leadership development. Coaching
incorporates assessment, using a variety of tools, including 360-feedback interviews, of the
foundational skills of transformative leadership and the behaviors and practices that make
leaders successful. Coaching focuses on matters of personal and professional development
which may include but not be limited to: strategy, operations, culture, leadership, executive
presence, communications, talent and team building.

Leadership Advisory Services & Executive Coaching
Understanding your reality / Charting the way forward
A typical engagement begins with our traveling to your location for conversations with you,
your team, and identified key stakeholders to generate alignment of strategic, operational,
leadership, and development goals while exploring current state leadership and team capacity.
One goal will be to agree upon a unified and cohesive vision for your personal and professional
development and to identify actionable items that will provide you with a Personal Leadership
Roadmap for implementation of key initiatives and development opportunities that can be
incorporated into a short-term tactical action plan (TAP) to provide you with the ability to
create short-term wins that can be built upon and leveraged into subsequent rolling 90 day
tactical plans.
Service Inclusions
Leadership Advisory Services and Executive Coaching engagements typically include:
• 360-feedback interviews and reporting
• Regular 1:1 sessions with leader (in-person and virtual).
• Facilitating regular communications to advance initiatives, trouble-shoot problems and
to provide mentoring and support.
• On-call for phone, IM, text, and e-mail support, with guaranteed response times of one
business day.
• Collaborate to improve individual, team and organizational performance.
• Assist in identifying constituency and relationship management issues and leverage
points.
• Provide assistance with other agreed upon development initiatives.
Leadership Advisory Services and Executive Coaching engagements may also include:
• Regular off-site sessions with leader and executive team.
• Regular virtual check-ins with leader and executive team.
• Other on-site visits as reasonably needed or requested.

“My coach helped me navigate through my challenges and gave me tools to better communicate with my
peers and execute my plan. I still use the skills taught to me on a daily basis, it was an investment that
keeps paying dividends to this day.” EVP, RLH (Red Lion Hotels Corporation)
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Dr. Greg Giuliano is Founder and President of Giuliano
Associates. Greg advises and coaches senior executives and
leadership teams all over the world. Greg is well-known for his
ability to synthesize complex information quickly and for his
fast-paced and impactful communications. He designs change
leadership and team development strategies that create
alignment and build individual and team capacity to lead
organizational transformation.
Greg has led and founded successful boutique consulting firms
serving clients around the world and specializing in executive
coaching, team and organization development and
transformation, and leadership development.
Greg’s personal motto, “Go to the edge. Push farther. Repeat.”
provides the foundation for his work to grow #ultraleadership the will to go beyond usual and ordinary and push the limits and
the skill to get people to willingly, enthusiastically, and
repeatedly engage and contribute to important work.
Greg is the author of the bestselling book, Ultra Leadership: Go

Beyond Usual and Ordinary to Engage Others and Lead Real
Change, and The Hero’s Journey: Toward a More Authentic
Leadership. He is also the creator of various individual and team
assessments including the #UltraLeadership 360 and the
TeamWork GPS Team Survey. He is co-author, along with Pat
Newmann, of The Change Leader's Checklist.
Greg holds the doctorate in Psychology from Alliant
International University. He received his B.A. and M.A. degrees
from the University of San Diego.

